
In a matter concerning the Grenfell Tower Inquiry

WITNESS STATEMENT OF ROBERT BLACK

ROBERT BLACK

1. I was the Chief Executive of the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea Tenant
Management Organisation (TMO) from 2009 to December 2017.

2. I have been asked by the Public Inquiry to make this statement recording my
involvement as a point of contact within the police cordon at Grenfell Tower from
lam to Sam on 14 June 2017 with details of my communications at that time.

3. I have difficulty now remembering all details and timings but my recollection is
that at about 01:30am I received a telephone call at home from a TMO board
member who lived near to Grenfell Tower to advise me of the fire. I turned on the
TV news to saw how seriousness the fire was. I then telephoned Hash Chamchoun,
TMO's Head of Housing Support Services who lives local to Grenfell Tower, to ask
him to attend site and arranged to meet him at the Sports Centre at the junction
of Avenue Park Road. I then got a taxi from my home to the site.

4. En route to the site I spoke to RBKC's Director of Housing Laura Johnson and others
to receive a general briefing and I relayed information to TMO executive team
members.

5. The taxi could not get near to Grenfell Tower because of parked vehicles and it
stopped some distance away. I got out of the taxi and walked through the crowds
to make my way to the Sports Centre at the junction of Avenue Park road, where I
had arranged to meet Hash. I cannot be sure of exact timings but I believe I arrived
there at about 02:45 am.

6. On my arrival, I witnessed a terrible and shocking scene, very difficult to
comprehend. The building was engulfed in fire, windows were popping and burning
and insulation was falling down all around where we were standing. It was very
distressing.

7. I made myself known to the police at the cordon, who then directed me to the fire
Brigade's Command Unit in front of Treadgold House where I offered whatever
assistance I could.

8. RBKC Emergency Planning process was in operation. A Borough Emergency
Command Centre (BECC) had been set up and was in operation at the RBKC offices.
A Local Authority Liaison Officer (LALO) was located outside the Command Unit
where he managed liaison issues between the BECC and the Command Unit.
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9. At this point 1 met a RBKC's LALO, who was at that point liaising with the LFB on
site. I am not sure of his name. Another LALO took over at some stage. I do recall

at some point speaking to a Mr. Michael Rumble who was a LALO.

10. Later that night I was advised that Rest Centres were being set up at the Rugby

Club, Belushi's pub, St Clements Church, Whitchurch Road Methodist Church,

Westway Sports Centre and Latimer Christian Centre. Some 33 TMO staff were in

attendance to assist with welfare issues and to collect names of survivors and

persons reported missing.

11. 1 was at the Command Unit with Hash Chamchoun when at some point Teresa

Brown TMO's Director of Housing joined us prior to going to the Rest Centres to

coordinate and manage staff at the Rest Centres.

12. Hash and I remained at the Command Unit for some time until Hash also left to go

to the Rest Centres to assist.

13. I remained at the Command Unit from about 03.00/03.30 am to shortly before

09:00 am when I left to attend a Gold Command meeting at the Town Hall chaired

by Mr Paget-Brown of RBKC. Graham Webb, the Managing Director of Repairs

Direct, joined me at some time before 09:00 am and he took over as the point of

contact when I left to attend the Gold Command meeting.

14. As far as I can recall, during the time I was at the Command Unit fire officers and

police asked to be provided with information such as the number of floors in

Grenfell Tower, number of flats, occupants in the building and information such as

presence of asbestos etc. all to assist the Fire Brigade in managing their rescue

attempts. I personally did not have all the relevant and detailed information

immediately at hand about Grenfell Tower as a building. Following these requests I
made enquiries from TMO staff better placed to provide accurate information. This

information was then passed onto Teresa Brown as we got it. She then passed it

onto the appropriate teams.

15. I recall the LFB being particularly anxious to know the names of people known to

be in the building. I recall explaining to the officers that TMO would be able to

provide the names of the registered tenants and leaseholders but the TMO did not
hold records of occupants and visitors therefore the TMO would not be able to

provide that level of detail.

16. Information regarding the registered tenants and leaseholders, those who had

reported as being safe at the Rest Centres and those who were reported as being

missing, was being co-ordinated mostly by Teresa Brown and Hash Chamchoun and
Kiran Singh, Head of Neighbourhood Management North. I understand that this

information was regularly updated and supplied to the Fire Service and police as it

became available.
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17. Throughout the night 1 spoke on the telephone with a large number of people.

These were too numerous to recall accurately in detail but I certainly recall
telephone discussions with Laura Johnson, the TMO Executive Team and Senior

Management Team and Board members. 1 telephoned and met Councillors Rock

Fielding- Mellen and Nick Paget-Brown that night and provided information to them
to assist their preparations for responses to media requests. The Councillors wished
that RBKC should take the lead on media issues and they left site to do some media
interviews while I stayed at the Command Unit.

18. 1 cannot be certain about timings but 1 would say that I remained outside the

Command Unit from about 03:00/03:30 to about 09:00. 1 was liaising mostly with

LFB, LALO TMO staff and RBKC. 1 was not witness to Incident Command issues or

decisions. All of my communications during that period were either face-to-face or

by telephone and possibly the occasional text via my mobile phone.

19. Graham Webb from Repairs Direct arrived before I departed and he took over from

me as the point of contact when I left at about 9 am.

1 confirm this temrt-to be true to the best of my knowledge and believe.

Signed:  

Dated: 
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